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What are learning grants?

Grants up to USD150,000

Transferring knowledge
- Between NIEs or to the wider climate adaptation community

Developing knowledge
- Creating knowledge and guidelines through partnerships.
Who are they for?

Who are they for?

Accredited NIE + Adaptation Fund funded project

Projects over 4 years:
Reached mid-point and submitted a Mid-Term Review or Evaluation

Projects under 4 years:
Submitted at least one Project Performance Report (PPR)

Under implementation or completed
Eligible activities

- Lessons learned, studies & publications, technical guidance briefs
- Knowledge partnerships, knowledge management platforms/systems, adaptation financing workshops
- Resource centers, knowledge sharing events, country exchanges and learning courses
How do you apply?

ADAPTATION FUND

Helping developing countries build resilience and adapt to climate change

Projects & Programmes

Apply For Funding

Readiness

Knowledge and Learning

- Knowledge Themes
- Knowledge Products
- Knowledge Events

- Learning Grants

www.adaptation-fund.org
How do you apply?

Download and complete the provided application form

Attach a letter of endorsement by the Designated Authority

Send your completed application to the Adaptation Fund

The call for learning grants opens twice a year for consideration at the bi-annual board meetings, and follows the project cycle submission process. After review by the secretariat comments can be addressed and the proposal resubmitted.

Current deadline for submission: January 10, 2022 at 18:00 (Washington DC time). Proposals may be submitted as early as January 3, 2022.
Key resources

Free on-line training on understanding learning grants (Spanish, French, English)

Link: https://www.adaptation-fund.org/document/adaptation-fund-learning-grants-training/

Application sample for Learning grants
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